OpreX™ Analyzers

FLXA402
4-Wire Converter

SA11
SENCOM Smart Adapter
Clean and clear

- Good usability and visibility
- Supports Multi-Language
- Easy quick start setup and configuration from tablet through Bluetooth

- Wiring cost reduction
- Smart data gathering: Historical data, calibration reports and predictive maintenance are realized by FieldMate software
- SD card for easy data transfer and remote service, depth process analysis

When a sensor needs to be replaced there is no need to throw away the smart electronics. Only the consumable sensor portion is disposed of.

- Increased measurement availability by hot swap of pre-calibrated sensor
- Real time sensor diagnostics immediate action before measurement failure reduce down time and improve process uptime

Environmentally Friendly

Safety First

Advanced Flexibility

HMI Evolution

Optimized OPEX

FieldMate

IB100 Interface Box

UM33A-S Indicator

FLXA402
4-Wire Converter

SA11 SENCOM Smart Adapter

BA11 Active Junction Box

IB100 Interface Box

Network Controller

Total Max.5

Max.1 Max.4

Total Max.5

Covering various communication
Multiple connection options available in portfolio platform
(multi-channel 4-wire, SENSTATION, Modbus to PLC/DCS-standalone unit)

Easy upgrade from analog to digital SMART
Multiple-input allows connection of PH/SC/DO sensors* at one time

*Digital 4 inputs (pH/SC), Analog 2 inputs (pH/SC/DO/ISC)
Synaptic Business Automation creates sustainable value by connecting everything in our customers’ organization. To realize this, Yokogawa integrates its business and domain knowledge with digital automation technologies, and co-innovates with customers to drive their business process transformation.